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 "Why did my kid die?The death of a kid is an overwhelming reduction." and "Can be my child suffering
today?" are questions that people, of most cultures and backgrounds, inquire. --This text refers to the
Paperback edition. Dr. Sukie Miller, writer of the landmark work After Loss of life, turns to the beliefs and
curing stories of additional cultures to provide a unique perspective that's both astonishing and
comforting. Posting her analysis with a compassionate and grounded voice, she offers hope to those
seeking signifying in what seems senseless, and heartening possibilities for time for wholeness, actually if
we feel lifestyle cannot ever end up being the same. But characteristic of Western culture is certainly a
limited vocabulary for expressing grief, and a consuming guilt that undermines the recovery process.
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An extremely helpful and consoling work. There are so many amazing, beautiful rituals and beliefs about
the death of a kid from all over the world that can be healing and comforting. finding hope when a child
dies My son died at the age of 31 in a snowmobiling accident that devastated me and changed my entire
life forever. And the author's description of the fellowship of bereaved parents provided me a sense of
belonging. Yet, very interesting. I've given this publication to others multiple times and will have a copy
on hand. I cannot recommend it highly plenty of. We have a tendency to stay within our culture's views,
and Miller enlightens our thinking. Some will not suit, but others will feel very comfortable and
comforting.. Fantastic book that guides the reader through non-Western thoughts on the meaning of
death (and life). I often suggest that people read the tales and try them on - like they're trying on clothing
at the store.. For those who have experienced the loss of life of s kid you love, this book can help make
sense of it. Some didn't touch me but others shifted me forward in ways I couldn't have anticipated or
anticipated. This reserve was a turn-around for me and gave me great comfort and also understanding on
how best to live this new life I am pressured to live4 - giving words and thoughts to what seems like a
magic formula soceity of parents wo reduce children, I would recommend it to any mother or father
coping with the same loss. This book helped us a lot after our son passed away . Be motivated by this
book.. This book helped us a lot after our son died - we have loaned it to numerous other unlucky ones It
makes you think of other culture's ideas about child death I found that one to be very interesting.
Fantastic book that guides the reader through non-Western thoughts on . Some of this is a little strange in
comparison to our culture's thinking. Her approach is very warm and supportive. When someone dies, the
family is prepared that is more than we can say for North American culture and its own inexperience with
death. Her sights are from a "textbook" perspective, extremely professional and well written. She speaks
from the point of her sufferers, and folks she has met throughout the world who've lost children. Miller's
book has helped develop a context in which Personally i think a feeling of hope probability, and healing.
Feeling hopeless?. By learning about additional cultures and their traditions, sometimes we can gain an
insight into why we act the way we do. This reserve shows us that additional cultures are more ready for
and accepting of loss of life. I did not, however, read any of Miller's various other books for the simple
reason she has never had children.A very special book After my daughter was stillborn, this was the book
that basically produced the difference for me personally. My son died 15 years back and although I've
gone to live my lifestyle, I've never been free from the grief of this loss. Dr. Textbook theories or not
really, a person cannot grasp how this really feels unless they have had a child of their own die. I
experienced comforted by the ideas in the reserve and reccommend it extremely to anyone who has lost a
child or knows someone who has.
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